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[Specification]                                                     
1.Power Consumption：AC100~230V/50~60HZ (Full Range) 
2.Controller： 
          Speed: 120~20,000 PPS (Pulse Per Second) 
          Maximum Count: ±8388608 
          Acceleration Profile: Trapezoidal / Ramp 
          Acceleration Step: 10-10,000 
          Number of Axes: 2 
          Limit Switch: 2/axis 
          Function: Single axis / Two axes acceleration/deceleration 
                  Single axis / Two axes motion at constant speed 
                  Emergent stop when reaching limit 
                  Emergent stop 
                  Read system status 
                  Set system status 
                

  3.Driver: 
            Drive Mode: Bipolar Micro step 
            Max Current: 2A/axis 
            Step Mode: 2W1-2Phase Excitation (1/8 micro-step) 
            Voltage: 30V/DC 
 
  4.RS232 Communication  
            9600-baud rate 
            1 start bit 
            8 data bits 
            1 stop 
            Non-parity check 
            XON/XOFF  control  
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[Command List]                                                     
Command structure: 

“@0”+command+parameters 

“@0”: Identifier 

Command Function Description 
Motion Command 

I Initialize motion curve “@0” “I” (low-speed),(high-speed),(acc-step),
PX 
PY 

Move X/Y axis relatively by 
acceleration 

“@0” “PX” (steps), 
“@0” “PY” (steps), 

X 
Y 

Move X/Y axis to absolute 
position by acceleration 

“@0” “X” (position), 
“@0” “Y” (position), 

F 
Move both X, Y axes relatively 

by acceleration 
“@0” “F” (X-steps),(Y-steps), 

P 
Move both X, Y axes to absolute 

position by acceleration 
“@0” “P” (X-position),(Y-position), 

KX 
KY 

Move X/Y axis relatively by 
constant speed 

“@0” “KX” (speed),(steps), 
“@0” “KY” (speed),(steps), 

V 
Move both X, Y axes relatively 

by constant speed 
“@0” “V” (speed),(X-steps),(Y-steps), 

K 
Move both X, Y axes to absolute 

position by constant speed 
“@0” “K” (speed),(X-position),(Y-position), 

Setting Command 
SX 
SY 

Change current X/Y position 
without moving 

“@0” “SX” (position), 
“@0” “SY” (position), 

SE Echo RS232 response “@0” “SE” 
SM Mask limit switch “@0” “SM” 

Read Status Command 
RX 
RY 

Read X position 
Read Y position 

“@0” “RX” 
“@0” “RY” 

RL Read limit switch status “@0” “RL” 
RE Read RS232 echo setting “@0” “RE” 
RM Read limit switch mask setting “@0” “RM” 

Immediate Command 
a Read concurrent position “a” 
b Emergency stop “b” 
r Read concurrent status “r” 
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Parameter Setting Range 

Step counter: ±8388600 
Low speed: 120~5,000 (PPS; pulse per second) 
High speed: 120~20,000 (PPS; pulse per second) 
Constant speed: 120~5,000 (PPS; pulse per second) 

Steps for acceleration/deceleration: 10~10,000 (Steps)
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[Operation Command] 
I                                                                       

Syntax: @0“I”(low-speed),(high-speed),(acc/de steps), 

Description: The default speed is as below 

Low Speed = 500PPS (pulse/second) 

                         High Speed = 4,000PPS 

                         Acceleration/Deceleration Steps = 100 

If the speed is not so critical in the application, motion with constant speed will be the 
best solution, since it is the easiest way to configure. Once the speed become critical in the 
application, then the acceleration/deceleration curve should be calculated and set. 

The acceleration/deceleration motion applied by this device is the trapezoidal curve, 
which will be described by the figure below: 

 

The acceleration mode includes ramp profile and trapezoidal profile. The trapezoidal 
mode is taken when the overall displacement is more than twice the displacement in 
acceleration period. 

Generally, the start up speed of stepper motor will be at the range of 500~2,500 PPS. 
This value should be decided to avoid the resonant frequency in application. The High 
Speed setting depends on the structure and loading of mechanics. The maximum speed of 
08TMC is up to 20,000PPS. If missing steps or irregular motion occurs, users must 

Time

Speed (PPS) 

High 
Speed 

Low 
Speed 

High Speed Dec Acc 
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decrease the setting of High Speed. Higher acceleration steps make system move more 
steadily and smoothly. 

Here come examples： 

        @0I1000,5000,200,  --Low Speed 1,000PPS, High Speed 5,000PPS,  
Acceleration 200 

        @0I3000,8000,1000,  --Low Speed 3,000PPS, High Speed 8,000PPS, 
Acceleration 1,000 
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PX/PY                                                                 

Syntax: @0”PX”<x_step> 

@0”PY”< y_step> 

Description: Move single axis X/Y relatively in acceleration. 

The <x_step> / <y_step> value means relative displacement of X/Y axis. The 
acceleration pattern defines by command “I”. 

<step>: The valued of displacement is up to ±8388600. 

Example: 

Command LCD Message Description 

@0SX0, 

@0PX1000, 

@0PX2000, 

@0PX-1000, 

@0X1000, 

@0X2000, 

X      0 

X   1000 

X   3000 

X   2000 

X   1000 

X   2000 

Set X position as 0 

Move X forward 1,000 steps 

Move X forward 2,000 steps 

Move X reverse 1,000 steps 

Move X to position 1,000 

Move X to position 2,000 

* INFORMATION: Please refer to command X/Y 
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X/Y                                                               

Syntax: @0”X”<x_ position>, 

@0”Y”< y_ position >, 

Description: Move single X/Y axis to absolute position in acceleration 

The <x_position> / <y_position> value is the absolute position which the stages move 
to, and it is displayed on LCD. The displacement is the <x_position> / <y_position> value 
between the new position and original position. The acceleration pattern defines by command 
“I”. 

<position>：The value of absolute position is up to ±8388600. 

Example: 

Command LCD Message Description 

@0SX0, 

@0X1000, 

@0X3000, 

@0X-1000, 

@0PX1000, 

@0PX1000, 

X      0 

X   1000 

X   3000 

X  -1000 

X      0 

X   1000 

Set X position as 0 

Move X to position 1,000 

Move X to position 3,000 

Move X to position -1,000 

Move X forward 1,000 steps 

Move X forward 1,000 steps 

* INFORMATION: Please refer to command X/Y 
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F                                                               

Syntax: @0”F”<x_step>,<y_step> 

Description: Move both X, Y axes relatively in acceleration 

The motion can be regarded as the simultaneous relative motion of X/Y axes (refer 
to PX/PY command). The command “F” is for linear interpolation of both axes. The 
different displacement in X/Y axis is allowed, yet XY axes simultaneously move and stop. 
The speed for each axis is proportional to their displacement. Assume the speed of the axis 
with longer displacement equals to Hi-Speed, then the other equals to Hi-Speed*(short 
displacement/long displacement). 

Example: 

* INFORMATION: To understand the difference between “F” and “P” commands, please 
refer to command “P”. 

Command LCD Message Description 
@0SX0, 
@0SY0, 
@0F1000,2000, 
@0F2000,-1000, 
@0PX1000, 
@0PY-1000, 
@0P1000,2000, 

X      0 
X      0   Y     0
X   1000   Y  2000
X   3000   Y  1000
X   4000   Y  1000
X   4000   Y     0
X   1000   Y  2000

Set X position as 0 

Set Y position as 0 

Move X forward 1,000 steps, Move Y forward 
2,000 steps 

Move X forward 2,000 steps, Move Y backward 
1,000 steps 

Move X forward 1,000 steps 

Move Y backward 1,000 steps 

Move X to position 1000, Move Y to position 
2000 
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P                                                               

Syntax: @0”P”<x_position>,<y_position>, 

Description: Move both X, Y axes to absolute position in acceleration. 

The motion can be regarded as the simultaneous absolute position motion of X/Y axes 
(refer to X/Y command). The command “P” is for linear interpolation of both axes. XY axes 
simultaneously move and stop. The distribution of velocity is same as command “F”. 

Example: 

Command LCD Message Description 
@0SX0, 

@0SY0, 

@0P1000,2000, 

@0P2000,4000, 

@0P-1000,2000, 

@0X1000, 

@0Y1000, 

@0F1000,1000, 

@0PX1000, 

@0PY1000, 

X      0 

X      0   Y      0

X   1000   Y   2000

X   2000   Y   4000

X  -1000   Y   2000

X   1000   Y   2000

X   1000   Y   1000

X   2000   Y   2000

X   3000   Y   2000

X   3000   Y   3000

Set X position as 0 

Set Y position as 0 

Move X to position 1000, Move Y to position 
2000 

Move X to position 2000, Move Y to position 
4000 

Move X to position -1000, Move Y to position 
2000 

Move X to position 1000 

Move Y to position 1000 

Move X forward 1,000 steps, Move Y forward 
1,000 step  

Move X forward 1,000 steps. 

Move Y forward 1,000 steps 

* INFORMATION: To understand the difference between “F” and “P” commands, please 
refer to command “F”. 
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KX/KY                                                               

Syntax: @0”KX”< speed>,<x_step>, 

@0”KY”< speed>,<y_step>, 

Description: Move single X/Y axis relatively at constant speed 

KX/KY is the relative motion command, which moves the stage at constant speed, 
“<speed>”. The <x_step>/<y_step> value means relative displacement of X/Y axis, and the 
<speed> value ranges from 25~5000PPS. Missing steps or irregular motion occurs when 
<speed> is beyond 5000PPS. 

<speed>：25~5000PPS 

< x_step>/<y_step>： ±8388600 

Example: 

Command LCD Message Description 
@0SX0, 

@0KX1000,1000, 

@0KX2000,1000, 

@0KX1000,4000, 

X      0 

X  1000   Y    0 

X  2000   Y    0 

X  6000   Y    0 

Set X position as 0 

Move X forward 1,000 steps at speed 1,000.

Move X forward 1,000 steps at speed 2,000.

Move X forward 4,000 steps at speed 1,000.
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K                                                               

Syntax: @0”K”<speed>,<x_ position>,< y_ position >, 

Description: Move both X, Y axes to absolute position at constant speed. 

The motion can be regarded as the simultaneous motion of X/Y axes. The command 
“K” is for linear interpolation of both axes. The different displacement in X/Y axis is allowed, 
yet XY axes simultaneously move and stop. The speed for each axis is proportional to their 
displacement. Assume the speed of the axis with longer displacement equals to Hi-Speed, 
and the other equals to Hi-Speed*(short displacement/long displacement). 

 

Command LCD Message Description 

@0K1000,1000,1000, X  1000   Y  1000 
Move X to position 1000, Y to 
position 1000 at speed 1000. 

@0K2000,1000,4000, X  1000   Y  4000 
Move X to position 1000, Y to 
position 4000 at speed 2000. 

@0K1000,0,0 X     0   Y     0 
Move X to position 0, Y to position 
0 at speed 1000. 
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SX/SY                                                               

Syntax: @0”SX”<x_ position>, 

      @0”SY”< y_ position >, 

Description: Change current X/Y position without moving. 

Set the current position with <x_position> or <y_position> value. It is usually applied to 
reset zero origin procedure. The “SX0” and “SY0” commands are used to set the X /Y 
current positions as 0. 

Example: 

Command LCD Message Description 

@0PX-1000000,(Maximum) 

@0PX100, (safety distance) 

@0SX0, 

X ― (move until arriving 
limit) 

X   ― 

X   0 

Move X backward 1,000,000 
steps 

Move X forward 100 steps 

Set X position as 0 
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SE                                                               

Syntax: @0”SE”<mode >, 

Description: Echo RS232 response. 

Mode=0: The RS232 Echo is off when users send command. 

Mode=1: 08TMC echoes the command string to PC after receiving “@0” characters. It 
is convenient for users to re-check the sending command. 

Example: 

Command LCD Message 
@SE1 mode 

RS232 response
Description 

@0SE1, 

@0PX10000, 

@0PX100, 

@0RX, 

X       

X   10000 

X   10100 

X   10100 

 

PX10000 

PX100 

RXX10100 

Set the RS232 response “ON”. 

Move X forward 10,000 steps 

Move X forward 100 steps 

Read the current position of X 
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SM                                                               

Syntax: @0”SM”<mask> 

Description: Mask limit switch. 

08TMC uses 8-bit mask to determine the limit status of all axes. The function of each 
bit is as below: 

bit 0: Positive limit of X axis  bit 4: N/A 

bit 1: Positive limit of Y axis  bit 5: N/A 

bit 2: Negative limit of X axis  bit 6: N/A 

bit 3: Negative limit of Y axis  bit 7: N/A 

The limit is active when bit value equals to “1”, and is inactive when bit value equals 
to “0”. The default <mask> of 08TMC is 15 (decimal system) which means bit0, bit1, bit2, 
and bit3 all equal to “1” and all limit switches are active. Set the <mask> “5” when only 
using two end limits in X-axis. Set the <mask> “10” when only using two end limits in 
Y-axis. Set the <mask> “3” when using single limit in both X, Y axes. Set the <mask> “0” 
when using rotation stage. 

Example: 

Command Description 

@0SM3, 

@0SM0, 

@0SM15, 

X/Y positive limits are active

All limits are inactive 

All limits are active. 
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RX/RY                                                               

Syntax: @0”RX”, 

@0”RY”, 

Description: Read the current position of X/Y axis. 

The format of return string is X<x_position> and Y<y_position> when the RS232 
echo mode is “OFF”. And the format of return string is RXX<x_position> and 
RYY<y_position> when the RS232 echo mode is “ON”. 

Example: 

Command LCD Message 
@SE1 mode 

RS232 response 
Description 

@0SE1, 

@0SX0, 

@0PX1000, 

@0RX, 

@0SE0, 

@0RX, 

@0PX1000, 

@0RX 

X 

X   0 

X   1000 

X   1000 

X   1000 

X   1000 

X   2000 

X   2000 

SE1 

SX0, 

PX1000, 

RXX1000, 

SE0, 

X1000, 

 

X2000 

Set the RS232 response “ON”. 

Set X position as 0 

Move X forward 1,000 steps 

Read X position 

Set the RS232 response “OFF”. 

Read X position 

Move X forward 1,000 steps 

Read X position 
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RL                                                               

Syntax: @0”RL”  

Description: Read limit switch status 

The bit value equals to “1” when I/O state of limit is High (+5V) and equals to “0” 
when I/O state of limit is Low (0V). “RL” can be used to check that the limit sensor is active 
or inactive. 

The functions of bit masks are as below: 

bit 0: Positive limit of X axis 

bit 1: Positive limit of Y axis 

bit 2: Negative limit of X axis 

bit 3: Negative limit of Y axis 

The limit is active when bit value is “1” and inactive when bit value is “0”. The 
format of return string is L<I/O state> 
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RE/RM                                                               

Syntax: @0”RE”  

@0”RM” 

Description: @0”RE” command is for reading RS232 echo status. @0”RM” command is for 
reading limit mask setting. 

After sending “SE”(Echo RS232 response) and “SM”(Mask limit switch.) commands, Users 
can use “RE” and “RM” commands to check if the RS232 echo and limit switch setting are 
correct or not. The format of return string is E<mode> and M<mask>. 

Example:  

Command RS232 response Description 

@0SE1, 

@0RE, 

@0SM15, 

@0RM, 

 

SE1, 

REE1, 

SM15, 

RMM15, 

Set the RS232 response “ON”.

Read the echo status of RS232 

Set Limit Mask 

Read Limit Mask status 
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a                                                               

Syntax: No identifier required 

The command “a” is for returning the current position immediately. 

* INFORMATION: This command is the lowercase letter “a”. 
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b                                                               

Syntax: The command “b” is for emergently stopping the motion and it works at any 
position. 

* INFORMATION: This command is the lowercase letter “b”.
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r                                                               

Syntax: r 

Description: The command “r” is for immediately reading controller status and check if the 
system is ready or not. The return strings are as below: 

  “G”: The command is being executed. 

  “L”: The limit is active. 

  “>”: The controller is on waiting status. 

* INFORMATION: This command is the lowercase letter “r”.  
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Installation & Test                                                       

1.Installation: 

 Connect the power chord to 110V AC plug. 

 Use D-sub 9Pin (female to female) Cable to connect 08TMC to PC (please confirm the 
port number, COM1 or COM2 for example, which should be consistent with the 
communication setup)。 

 Use D-sub 9Pin (male to male) Cable to connect motorize stage to 08TMC. 

 The initial product information (Figure 1) will be displayed for around 5 seconds when 
power on. 

 Figure2 shows that the system is ready. X____ means the current position of X-axis, and 
Y____ means the current position of Y-axis. 

 

 

       Figure 1                     Figure 2 

2.Test: 

1.08TMC shows the initial product information (Figure 1) both on LCD and PC Monitor. 

2.The RS232 communication program such as TELIX, Hyper Terminal shows the response 
from 08TMC to make sure of correct communication. 

3.In DOS environment, command “MODE” is used to set serial port property, and “TYPE” 
command is used to send the motion instruction. 

C:>MODE COM1:9600,N,8,1 

C:>TYPE CON>COM1 

 @0PX1000, 

 ^Z 

The identifier of the controller shows at the last word in the second line of initial product 
information (Figure 1). 

Unice E-O INC. 
08TMC-2 V2.2-0 

> 
X   Y 
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3.The application of Limit                                                        

08TMC can connect two limit switches in each axis. One is positive end limit, and the 
other is negative end limit, which is usually used to set zero as origin.  

1. The example of translation stage: 

@0KX1000, -100000 (Move X a backward displacement beyond maximum 
movable range of stage at low speed.) 

@0PX100,       (Safe displacement) 

@0SX0        (Set the current position zero) 

@0KX1000, 100000 (Move X a forward displacement beyond maximum 
movable range of stage) 

@0PX-1000 ,      (backward displacement) 

@0RX      (X80000, read the position of maximum displacement) 

@0X0      (Move to Origin) 

Through the foregoing procedure, users can define origin and maximum displacement, 
and then check if the current position of the stage reaches the limit before sending motion 
command. 

2. The example of rotation stage: 

The motion in rotation stage, limit is only for home setting. The limit mask should be 
set to “4”, therefore the negative limit of X-axis is taken as origin. 

 @0SM4,     (Set limit mask) 

 @0KX1000,-100000,    (Set the required steps for rotating 360 degrees) 

 @0SX0,     (Set origin) 

 @0SM0,     (Set limit switch inactive) 

P.S When the controller powered on, the default status of all limit switches are active. 
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Hardware Interface                                                               

1.RS232 Connection (Single controller) 

The RS232 connector on 08TMC is D-SUB-9 Female type, and the connectors on PC are 
D-SUB-9 and D-SUB-25 male type. 

2. USB to RS232 HUB Connection (Multi-controller) 

COM4 
Controller4 

PC 

COM 1

COM 2

Controller 1 

Controller 2 

USB USB to RS232 HUB

COM3 
Controller3 

COM6 
Controller6 

COM5 
Controller5 

PC 

COM 1

COM 2

Controller 

Controller 
OR
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Software Interface                                                               

Communication setup is the most important issue to configure/control 08TMC. In 
general, C and BASIC language is common development environment at present. Here come 
some notices for users working on developing software. 

08TMC is a motorized system controller, which communicates with PC through RS232 
serial port. The default setting of RS232 for 08TMC is as below. 

 Baud Rate: 9600 

 Parity:  None 

 Data Bit:  8 

 Start Bit:  1 

 Stop  Bit:  1 

In DOS environment, developer can use “MODE” command to set the RS232 interface. 

C:>MODE COM2: 9600,N,8,1 

After setting is completed, developer can use “COPY” or “TYPE” to send motion command 
to serial port. 

C:>TYPE  CON > COM2 

@OPX1000, 

^Z 

Users can only send commands and get no response in DOS environment. So it’s suitable for 
controller testing. 
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Example: By “HyperTerminal”                                             

Create new connection 

 

Naming 
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Select port 

 

Communication setup 
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Change properties 

 

ASCII setup 
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Select “Send line ends with line feeds” & “Echo typed characters locally” 

 

Product information will be sent when 08TMC power on. 

 




